1985 honda elite scooter

The Honda Elite is a series of scooters manufactured by Honda since In , Honda released its
first four-stroke modern scooter, the Elite Later, Honda introduced the four-stroke Elite 80
model code CH80 in Production was moved from Japan to Mexico in , and production ended in
The Elite 80 had a 23 model year run with only minor changes. Honda released its first mid-sized
four-stroke scooter onto the western market in the spring of The Elite CH continued Honda's
trend of shifting from two-stroke engines to the much more emissions friendly four-stroke
engine. The Elite was called the Honda Spacy in Europe. The Elite featured many new
technologies never before seen on a conventional scooter, such as a retractable headlamp,
liquid-cooled engine, a digital dashboard, and more. For , Honda brought back its mid-sized
scooter along with some modifications. The deluxe model CHD shared an almost identical body
and frame as the Elite , including a digital instrument cluster and flip-up headlamp, while the
standard model CH got a more conventional specification, including an analog dashboard, and
a fixed headlamp. Styling revisions for the Honda CH in included a transition from a boxy to a
curvier, more rounded look. Although its appearance differed from its predecessor, the revised
Elite received few mechanical modifications. Despite the design changes the CH received in , it
was the last year this model was produced. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article
does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. This section needs expansion.
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Honda V-matic CVT. This motorcycle, scooter or moped-related article is a stub. You can help
Wikipedia by expanding it. The Elite spawned the awesome Honda Helix scooter, which was a
clear inspiration of future maxi-scooters like the Suzuki Burgman, Honda Silverwing and
Yamaha Morphous. When the Elite was introduced, it was the largest scooter ever to hit
American shores. At cc, the Elite was capable of comfortably cruising at highway speeds. This
new ability was half of the equation for modern maxi-scooters. The original generation of Elite
was introduced for and lasted four years â€” before Honda released a second generation. For
the model year, Honda released a second generation to the USA market. The second generation
of Elite was virtually all new and featured all new styling and a new horizontal engine. Like the
new Elite , the new Elite did not sell well. This slow sales were likely more a reflection of the
overall state of the scooter market than a cool reception to this particular model. The Elite was
ultra-reliable and cruised comfortably at mph with a top speed around 72 â€” 75mph. This might
not sound like a big improvement over most cc scooters but the Elite was designed for this high
speed riding so it could cruise at these speeds all day without stressing the engine and while
still maintaining great fuel economy. Fuel economy is typically mpg, which is solid performance
for a scooter of this size. This motor was liquid cooled and very low stressed, so it became a
stalwart example of Honda reliability. The second generation of Elite used a new horizontal
engine. This mill was also cc and liquid cooled, but it was an all new design with a horizontal
cylinder. Interestingly, Honda did not use this new engine in the Helix, so the Helix continued to
use the older cc vertical engine right up until its final year in Honda did make a few tweaks to
this motor for including bumping the compression ratio to The Elite featured a nice sized
glovebox for keeping your smaller items. With the new model Honda was able to add a
generous underseat storage area. This was made possible by the less intrusive design of the
new horizontal engine. The first generation of Elite used a vertical motor that occupied too
much space to allow any underseat storage. One neat aspect of the Elite was the digital dash.
As is too often the case, scooterists in North America were offered only the base model of this
scooter. Elsewhere in the world, buyers got a front disc brake while Americans and Canadians
were sold examples with drum brakes front and rear. The typical complaints about an Elite are
the lackluster front drum brake, and the nervous handling at high speeds caused the small tires
and short wheelbase. The Helix with its longer wheelbase, larger tires and front disc brake is the
better scooter for regular high speed use. The longer and lower design of that scooter meant it
had more storage for long days on the open road. Yamaha Scooters. Vespa Scooters. Suzuki
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Honda Elite CH Some issues with exhaust manifold cracking. Honda Scooter Sales Brochures.
See all results. More Stories. Honda Forza NSS Perhaps Honda felt the Elite was better large
scooter as it has full highway cruising power. In , this scooter made its debut in the form of the
Elite CH The Elite is capable of 55mph and mpg. It also had some other high tech features like a
digital dash above. For , Honda bumped this scooter to cc and sold it in two versions.
Presumably, the Deluxe version was more popular. In , Honda arrived with a new Elite below
right with more rounded and modern styling. This final Elite shared the same engine as earlier
years, but the frame, body panels and many other components were all new. Engine
displacement is implied in the scooters names, with the Elite offering a cc engine and the Elite
getting a cc mill. That extra 29cc means the larger models go mph faster and typically do pretty
good on backroads. In the case of a blown motor, the cc motor can easily be swapped in the
and vice versa. The larger Elite motor also bolts in quite easily. Aftermarket parts for this engine
are pretty much non-existent. These scooters enjoyed strong popularity in the states, but their
appeal was more limited international and in the Asian scene where aftermarket parts
commonly originate. The most popular mods including swapping to a larger mm flat slide
carburator, opening up the exhaust and intake openings and tossing in a modified GY6 variator.
Unlike the Elite 80, this door unfortunately does not lead to a cavernous storage area. Rather
this door exists simply for access to the front mounted radiator and fuses. In models without
the headlight there is a small bit of extra space, but this storage area is unfinished and thus not
ideal for day to day use. At best, this area is handy for keeping a few tools that you might need
in an emergency. See also 3. A rear case is a popular option for people who want some decent
storage. The mid-sized Elite used a foot pedal for the rear brake which is rare in modern
scooters. This pedal takes a bit used to, but eventually it becomes fairly intuitive to use.
However, braking in a panic does remain a bit unsettling. You can open and close these vents
as needed. A halogen headlight was also standard. The analog gauges found on the regular
Elite might be the more stylish setup however. Yamaha Scooters. Vespa Scooters. Suzuki
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getting used to. See all results. More Stories. Make Honda. Honda Elite Scooter, adult owned
and driven, garaged, dealer serviced, will take you and guest anywhere. Peppy cc. Call ask for
Ivan. No text's please E-mail is ok. Selling due to health and age. Model Elite This is a Honda
Motorcycle runs greats make me offer have any questions feel free to contact me at Make
Victory. Envy comes standard. Life goes fast â€” make a lasting impr ession on the new Victory
Magnum, our boldest bike to ever roll off the line. This big wheel bagger has the performance to
turn heads, along with the style and sound to make people stop, stare, and listen. Even sitting
still, the Victory Magnum is never idle. Make Yamaha. Model Yzf R6. Has tinted windshield,
flushount front turning signals, has integrated tail light and a two brothers carbonfiber exhaust.
Runs and sounds awsome.. Looking for BO or trades, supermoto, dualsports. Just over 6k
miles. Clean nv title. Runs excellent gets up to 63mph. New battery. Trade for 2 stroke dirt bike,
quad, fishing boat or? Honda holds up better than I. I have medical and physical limitations now
that make it difficult for me to ride. So I am looking for a new second owner that will ride it
frequently and take care of it. Currently still ridden several times per week and was ridden
several times weekly from the time originally purchased. No mechanical issues. It just keeps on
running. This Honda Elite Deluxe cc Motorcycle was always serviced, maintained and garaged.
Original Owner â€” Motorcycle is and was used for local cruising and for errands. Always
dependable and reliable. Awesome Honda engineering. Excellent condition. Priced to sell. Or
text me Let's make some deals! Needs some work wont start in water, rings? Bring a truck or
trailer when picking up. Pretty fast as well! Had it running it water last year. This waverunner is
in near mint condition! Has a registration card. Had it running it water this year. If interested
call: Have the pipes ect But they are same color so u turn them around. Plus it comes with an
extra motor and transmission with after market high performance parts. Comes with Certificate
of orgin. Needs a cable for reverse to work. Runs and drives great. However this one seems to
be just as fast as those others I have owned. It might be tricked out, not sure but she goes.
Needs a new accelerator cable but still works with a hand cable. Truck bed is very rusty drivers
side seat has wear. Most rust on wheel wells. Needs a new battery and summarized Comes with
marine CB radio! Partial trades will be identified and valued. It has keyed ignition with electric
start, and is shaft driven. It is in great running condition. Most of the plastics are in great
condition, rear tires are in great condition. Rare YTM with rear rack! Plastics rough with repairs
Smoke when started mostly goes away when driving. Title in ha
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nd! Everything works! Low miles! Has a gas engine! Illinois Polaris XC Awesome looking and
running sled! Has aftermarket windscreen! Could use TLC or drive as is. Comes with hood
scoop , spoilers , tow package. Also comes with a like new tonneau cover! Has a crate motor
with a hurst stick shift! Motor has about 50k on it. Hardly any real rust dose have some
scratches. Comes with an alpine flip screen stereo system! Needs work wont move forward.
Sharp fun bike! Has less than miles. Needs work, wont go forward. Thought I would sell it cheap
before I send it to the shop. Hollywood, FL. Carthagena, OH. Coconut Creek, FL. Lebanon, OH.
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